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ABSTRACT
The field test of the Developing Mathematical

Processes (DIP) program was conducted jointly by the Falconer Central
School, St. Mary's Elementary School in Dunkirk, New York, and the
Teacher Education Research Center at the State University College in
Fredonia, New York. DIP is a research-based, innovative,
process-oriented elementary mathematics program developed at the
Research and Development Center for Cognitive Learning at the
University of Wisconsin-Madison. After two months in the field test;
participating teachers were asked to evaluate the program with
open-ended comment. Most responded favorably, some reserved judgment,
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At the end of the year, however, all 16 teachers responding to an
attitude survey reported favorable reactions to the program. Oz
criterion-referenced measures, the second-grade DIP classes gained
substantially over the control group, but the first grades gained
equally. On standardized tests, the control group scored slightly
higher on computations and mathematical concepts. Inasmuch as DAP is
sequenced along a different continuum, the standardised achievement
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Nutty Nimrod

The Developing Mathematical Processes (DMP) program field test to
was supported jointly by the Falconer Central School; the St. Mary's

Elementary School, Dunkirk; and the Teacher Education Research Center,

State University College, Fredpnia, New York.

DMP is a research-based, innovative, process-oriented elmentary

mathematics program that was developed at the Research and Development

Center for Cognitive Learning, University of Wisconsin-- Madison.

The project has fulfilled the following purposes: (1) for the

schools involved, it has provided a change thrust to upgrade elementary

mathematics instruction for children; (2) for the Teacher Education

Research Center, it has provided another vehicle for the support of

individualized instruction in collaboration with area schools; and

(3) for the elementary mathematics program at the College at Fredonia,

it has provided innovative mathematics materials anal processes that

can be offered to both pre- and in-service educators.

We appreciate the assistance of Elizabeth Alday, Falconer Central

School, and Sister Jane Marie, St. Mary's School, in providing on-site

leadership in getting DMP initiated in their respective schools.

Special thanks arc due Doris Hall and Trudy Reer for their

assistance in preparing this report.
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Pre face
Silly Sylvester

'This Doesn't Seem Like 'lath ... This Is Fun!'

Sixyear-old Marc was very suspicious.

"Are you sure this is mr.th?" he demanded of his teacher.

She nodded gravely. "Yes, I'm sure, Marc." Then, with a

smile she asked, "Are you surprised?"

s'i';uw--I sure am," M.lrc said. doesn't seem like math--

this is fun!"

For -trrents who grew up being made to feel woefully inadequate

becausr.: they could liot. tr, :Portz° their nine-tmer.-tables nr tolerate

the tedi.,an rf to remember how many pints in a quart- -the

experImental math program br.1 ng piloted at St. Mary's School,

Dunkirk, and the five elerentary school i; in Falconer, New York,

may be a bit cor,tusing.

But the inthusiastr, of the teachers and cl.ildren is unmistakable.

No longer is math being thought of as a "subject." The

Wisconsin Research and De ,(, 1 opulent Center for Cogni,ive Learning at

the lluiversity of Wiscomin encouragcs children to "think of mathe-

matics as a natural means of expre:;,:ion acid communication."

The MP (Developing lathematical Processes) program does just

that , by ut i 1 I. .i14:, an ric i i t i e approach to mai h that children

can naturally absorb and enjoy.



The emphasis is on manipulative materials that children can

use to demonstrate for themselves certain mathematical principles.

The typical 11.1P learning kit contains blocks, chain links, scales,

balances, cups, coins, dice, yarn, rubber bands, funnels, sugar

cubes, toothpicks, weights--even packets of pool -Aid.

DMP uses a "child's viewpoint to teach math," according to

Dr. William Schall, Fredonia State College, who is the New York

State Coordinator for the national field testing of DMP.

"Independent exploration is stressed," Dr. Schall said, "and

the child s"e' fqr hirsell to equalizo weights er lengths or

volumes by adding and rul,trrctinc."

St. Mary's and lasLorer e:eTentary s:flools are the only

schools in *Vostern New York field test in:*, the revolutionary

appronL.1. Pocause !PT is in , developmental stages, only

four levels (K-2) are available now, but eventually the program

will encompms all 6 elementary unties.

Been:Ise cb:Idren tepd to view ojects comparativelywhich is

longer, which is heavier, which is bigger--it is possible for them

tc, Ciscotror certain mathemntica: concepts for themselves. INP is

based on fiis self-diyeoverv. instead or monotonously iting

sums and dilations, children 'earn by doing.

A typicn1 cixls period Inc' spent pouring liquids into con-

tainers of different sizes to discover which are equal. Or a game



situation may he set tip using dominoes or chain links to teach

children how much must he .idi1ctl nt sobtracto,1 from one number to

make it equal amther.

Many teachers in the IP program have made comments, such as

the following, about the program:

"Children are expected to prove their answers with tangible

evidence. This helps them to learn better and they think it's fun."
"It's not so much drillthey are practicing the concepts with

a reason for doing it."

"Childrer hare becn too steri,'ntypel moi now, led to believe

that nritimtic si,ould he emptily, m:Avv, ;aiding and subtracting.
We voren't manlni:latN! nl,ject:; latyrial:; vs Ix are now."

"NI' criers an activity approa..h %bid) the vav children

learn host--y9ri:tg coacretv thail abstract."

Arube ractivo fr.:wie of thy' 5 that it requires
MTV reat!in,,,--so the slow rcatk.r dwg not automatically

become a Flow mat4 ;V: ha r, oft:n been the CA;(' previously.

Ihe cartoon ehanctf,rs "kart" al,ng the children

dr,Ii7ht the v711 linir,ro. ";1;ve 1_sact ions to

leariLing

Althouvn .Y.' is obviously fiat for the :students, it is never-

thel?cc, a c':.;,t1v controlled pro.,.x: aL:orlitir to Dr. Schall.

CW10.1.',1 , c-t..sstM an.' then ealt:ated constantly as they pro-

ceea. Report cars will not have traditional letter prides but



will descrilw in &tail hhnt a child har; =1<e:ea and what he still

needs to learn.

natever else it accomplishes. Irt!' is chancing the entire

image of arithmetic. :,-) lonv.er k it j11,1 dull drudgety, something

to be dispensed with (ni;ck lv avoid o.1 altogether whenever possible.

IMP hns stutli-mts :1O to do math?"
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Silly Sylvester

Overview of Developing Mathematical Processes (1W)

Wring the 1972-73 school year approximately 60 schools partici-

pated in the large-scale field testing of ASP Levels 1-4. The schools

involved were located in 17 states and in a variety of settings--urban,

suburban and non-urban. There were both public and private schools;

about one third of the schools were multiunit schools. The size of the

schools varied greatly as did the number of 1W teachers in a school.

Other levels of the program are scheduled for testing in 1973-74,

1974-75 and 1975 -76. After the field tests an completed, 1W materials

will be commercially available from Rand - McNally and Company.

The following quotations explain the activity approach used in the

It, program. They discuss the main characteristics of the program and

the principles on which these characteristics are based. The three

major characteristics of 1W are (Harvey, et al., 1970):

major innovation that is used in the DIP program is the

inclusion of geometric ideas at all levels of instruction.

The geometry is not the formal geometry studied in tenth

grade; rather it is an informal, intuitive look at size, shape,

and incidence relationships of two- and three- dimensional

objects. A serious attempt is made in the instructional materials

to integrate geometry with the study of arithmetic.

This integration is possible because of a second characteristic

of IMP: arithmetic is developed from a measurement approach.

In a measurement approach, the children themselves generate the

numbers they work with The attributes of length, weight,

numerousness, volume, area, time, and money are explored in

depth, and the children measure objects, sets of objects, dis-

tances, and events so that these entities can be compared and

described. The numerical measures are then processed by the

children. Because some of these entities are characterized by
direction as well as size, the study of positive and negative
integers is begun rather early, at approximately third-grade
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level. Because children are constantly generating numerical

data, it Is considered appropriate to study certain elementary

notions of probability and statistics so that data can be

organized and analyzed.

A third characteristic of DMP is that the instructional materials

are intended for use in a framework of individually guided educa-

tion (I(E). IGE emphasizes assessment and evaluation of each

child's progress and needs. A child's instructional program is

designed around a variety of learning situations. For example,

materials can be used for independent study, or they can be

used with small groups so that the children learn from each

other and from the materials.

These characteristics of MP program are derived from the follow-

ing principles (Harvey, et al., 1972):

The main characteristics of DNA's activity approach are based

on sound psychological principles that research has shown are

important to learning math. These characteristics include

having children work individually or in small groups, as well

as in large groups, while the teacher acts as a resource person,

not a lecturer. And in an activity approach the children use

physical materials (Unifix cubes, Lots-a-Links, games, etc.)

to help make abstract mathematical ideas more concrete. Also,

children work together, discussing the problems they are

solving and justifying their answers. Finally, the overall

objectives and activities for classroom work are selected by

the teacher, but informal activities which result from the

interests of the stlidents are pursued by the class when appro-

priate.

By now it should be clear that an activity approach to math is

rather different from that usually found in traditional class-.

rooms. It should be clear, too, that activity-centered math is

not turning children loose to riot; nor is it hit-ormiss random

learning, with a haphazardly conducted instructional program.

In fact, just the opposite is true. tMP's activities are

organized and sequenced with great car-, so that skills needed

at a certain point have already been :onstered in prior activities.

In the DMP program children are alliower' to work at their own pace

until they have mastered a particular topic. If a child seems to be

lagging behind, the teacher and the child may retrace some steps in
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the sequence of mathematics: skills 15 important, but the needs of

the learner are more imrortant. The sequence for each is

paced for him; the Chi !,1 Is not paced fel- the seciticac.
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mathematics program for the elementary school, including not only the

usual topics in arithmetic, but also an informal, intuitive introduc-

tion to major ideas of geometry, probability, and statistics. This

program is based on the principle that children learn best in an active

environment where they can seek out answers and strategies to problems

of personal interest. This active environment stems from the develop-

ment of arithmetic through a measurement approach with the children

themselves generating and working with the numbers and their relation-

ships.

DMP is different for four reasons. First, it has been developed

from a child's perspective- -not from the perspective of an adult.

Young children are naturally active and curious. They want to find

out about the things around them and within their own world. But they

do not want to be told about those things; they want to interact

with the objects of their world through their senses. The DMP program

gives children an opportunity to learn about their world while

actively investigating and studying the mathematical aspects of their

environment. One should not consider mathematics as something that

happens only in a mathematics classroom. Rather, one should seek

ways in which one can help children relate mathematics to such aspects

of a school program as Acience, social studies, art, and communication

skills.

Second, the DMP Twogram is a carefully designed approach to

mathematics learning. At the heart of the design is a set of



interrelated behavioral objectives. Each explicitly stated objective

defines a learning goal, and earlier objectives lay the groundwork

for those 'that follow. Each topic in DV teaches toward a specific set

of these objectives, and the activities are designed to help the child

master the objectives. Mastery of successive behavioral objectives

marks the child's progress through the DMP program. His success will

depend in part on the teacher's knowledge of the relationships among

these objectives and on the teacher's ability to assess the child's

progress with them. The teacher materials accompanying this program

are designed to help the teacher do this

Third, the program includes a wide variety of instructional

activities that teach toward the objectives. Each activity has been

carefully considered, tried out in a variety of schools, and revised

one or more times. The activities ask the children to use the problem -

solving processes of mathematics. By engaging in such activities, the

Child is encouraged to explore the mathematical properties of his world

and to talk about and record this information. In so doing, he is

developing a natural language and symbolism that has meaning to him.

Fourth, DNS has been designed for Individually Guided Education

(IGE). Since not all children are interested in the same aspects of

their environment, nor do they learn in the same ways or at the same

rates, the DNS program is designed for use in an individually guided

educational setting. While most of the activities are designed for

use with small or large groups of children, some are designed for

use by a child or a pair of children. This gives a child the chance
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to interact with ideas embodied in physical, pictorial, or symbolic

representations on his own, in the company of a classmate, or within

a small group. He can investigate ideas in depth or he can go on to

a new idea as he wishes. This also means that the teacher can guide

him toward the type of activity that is best suited for him in terms

of his development, learning style, and temperament. Extensive

assessment materials are provided to assist the teacher in making

these decisions.

In the Summer of 1972, the Falconer Elementary Schools

(S buildings, 10 classrooms), Falconer, New York, and St. Mary's

School (S classrooms), Dunkirk, New York, agreed to participate in

the large-scale field-testing of DMP in grades K through second.

The teachers, teacher aides, and several administrators met in

August, 1972, for a two-day training session for LNG at Fredonia

State College, conducted by Dr. William E. Schall, MP State

Coordinator.

The program began in most buildings in September, 1972. How-

ever, some schools did not receive their full complement of materials

until October, 1972.

Dr. Schall supervised the implementation of the program by

providing on-site help to LMP teachers on a bi-weekly basis.

Purpose of the Study

The primary purposes of this study were to: (1) field-test the

complete DNS' program in fifteen local classrooms, (2) determine the
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effectiveness of 1W in terms of teacher attitudes toward the program,

and (3) determine the extent to which children attained the objectives

established by the program.

Secondary purposes were to: (1) continue to support local schools

in the investigation and implementation of individualized programs of

instruction, (2) enhance local interest in new and innovative programs

in elementary school mathematics and (3) continue a well established

program of in-service education for local school personnel.

Peep

Goofy Gilbert
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Martin the Munch

Frantic Franny

ger

Findings

Data were collected to ascertain teachers' attitudes toward Dom,

and also, pre- and post-measures of pupils' achievements on the sequence

of DMP topics (see Appendix) were administered at the beginning and end

of the school year. The same pupil achievement measures were adminis-

tered to some control classes in selected Falconer buildings. The

control classes were selected on the basis of teachers' volunteering

to have their classes pre- and post-tested as a comparison sample.

Teachers' Attitudes (Early Ibasure)

This survey of teachers' attitudes toward the program was adminis-

tered after the program was in operation for approximately two months.

Questions and answers are as follows:
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1. Do you spend more or less time on mathematics this year than

you did last? How do you feel about this?

St. Mary's: All five teachers spend more time this year. Four

teachers feel that the time is well spent, and one teacher is

concerned because she seems to be concentrating on reading and

math and excluding social studies and science.

Falconer: Seven teachers spend more time this year, and one

spends the same amount of time. Three teachers like spending

more time and consider it worthwhile because the children are

interested. Two teachers feel they do not get all of their

other work done because of DMP. TWo teachers convent that they

would like to be able to have more flexible schedules with U4'.

One teacher simply thinks it's "ok" to spend more time.

2. Do you spend more or less time preparing mathematics lessons

this year with the DMP program than you did last year with your

former program? If you are spending more time in preparation

this year, explain why you think you do this. Do you spend more

time because you choose to, or do you find more preparation time

is necessary with the DMP Program?

St. Mary's: All five teachers spend more time preparing lessons

because the program requires more preparation time. They list

the following reasons why they need more time: DMP is a new

program; the manipulatives take time to set up; and the concepts

and vocabulary are new.
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Falconer: Eight teachers spend more time preparing lessons,

and two teachers have nothing to compare I1'IP to as they

did not teach last year. All of the teachers feel that a

lot of time is necessary in preparation. They list the

following reasons why they need more time: DMP is a new

program; and the materials take time to set up and put away.

How do you feel about this?

St. Mary's: Four teachers feel the time is well spent as

they see the results of their lessons. One teacher simply

says she feels the program takes more time this year but

that it will be a breeze next year.

Falconer: Three teachers feel that the time is well spent

as they see the results of their lessons. One teacher

responds that she likes to spend more time. Three teachers

find that the extra time spent tires or frustrates them.

Two teachers resent spending more time. One of them has

other subjects to prepare for; and one is spending time she

considers unnecessarily spent as she searches for materials

not included in the kit.

3. Are your students more interested in math this year than

students in former years have been? How do you feel about

this?



St. Mary's: Four teachers think their students are more

interested in math and one does not. The four teachers of
Frantic Frenfly

interested students are pleased. The other teacher thinks

her pupils do not realize math as a subject yet.

Falconer: Eight teachers respond that their pupils are more

interested, and one teacher says she isn't sure. Six

teachers are pleased that their pupils are more interested.

Two teachers think their pupils may be more interested in

the materials rather than the math. The one teacher who is

unsure says she's never had trouble getting pupils interested

in other programs.

4. Do you like teaching the 1W math program more than you

liked teaching the other programs you have taught? Why?

St. Mary's: Four teachers like 1W better; one is unsure.

The teachers who like the program better like it because it

places less emphasis on computation and textbook math and

more emphasis on pupil involvement and discovery with dif-

ferent activities and objects. The teacher who is unsure

of her reactions to III P wants to reserve judgment on this

question until the end of the year.

Falconer: Five teachers like ENP better; three teachers

don't necessarily like it better. The teachers who like

PM!' better say that they do prefer IMP because their children

respond to and enjoy an activity approach more. They also



5. lb you find space or the physical limitations of your room

6. React to the activities and grouping procedures you are

no formal math programs in kindergarten previously, and IMP

concepts better. 'No teachers prefer EH, because they had94"61116-

gives them a sense of direction and continuity that their

One teacher who doesn't prefer DNS doesn't like to follow

like the fact that their pupils seem to understand math

oriented way, and so they notice little difference with MP.

don't necessarily like IINP better than their previous program

say that they have always approached math in an activity-

St. Mary's: One teacher does find space a problem; one

informal programs dici not. Two of the three teachers who

not find space a problem. The two teachers who think they

need more space need display and/or storage space so that

have more storage and display space for IMP materials.

the book as closely as she feels is necessary in DMP.

a problem with the LW Program?

teacher finds it a problem sometimes; and three teachers do

The four teachers who think space is a problem would like to

their children can have easy access to the 1W material.

Falconer: Four teachers find space a problem and six do not.

asked to use in the EMP Program.

"writs,.

"4144t4.
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St. Mary's: In general the teachers liked the activities

and grouping procedures. They say the activities are

exciting and that thy like the enthusiasm with which the

children w.irk on their own. One teacher comments that

activities and grouping procedures have complicated direc-

tions. Another dislikes the noise that occurs during these

activities but admits it is constructive. Another comments

that some activities seem worthless. TWo people feel thi.t

the small groups used in the program need more adult super-

vision than is available.

Falconer: Some teachers respond very favorably to the

activities and grouping procedures. They think their pupils

arc highly interested in the procedures, and that they work

well with them because the directions are so easy. They

feel that the pupils are learning how to work in a group and

that the group activities provide opportunities for all

children to contribute. They mention that they like the

flexibility DMP allows them as they work with groups.

Other teachers make some unfavorable remarks concerning

activities and grouping procedures. They comment that it is

hard to work with the groups unless one does have EUt aide

or other help. They say that the preparation time required

to prepare for the activities and/or groups and to put away

after them is too long. One teacher says she has trouble
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working with groups because different types of groups

require varying amounts of time, and thus she has scheduling

problems. Other teachers say that some grouping procedures

repeat too much and that some have not worked out too well.

Some teachers find that noise is a problem with these pro-

cedures. One teacher comments that she finds that materials

get lost as they are scattered over the room. Then she's

short of materials on some other activities.

7. Do you find the DMP teachers' manual adequate?

St. Mary's: All five teachers think the ranual is adequate.

One convents that it includes everything including problems

you may encounter.

Falconer: Nine teachers think the manual is adequate. One

teacher finds the manual hard to understand. One comments

that instructions concerning the workbooks have not always

been adequate.

List specific page numbers and questions you have had concerning

specific topics and/or activities. (if the manual has not been clear,

list the pa6c nu,' -or here and state what has not been clear.)

St. Mary's: Level 2, Activity 3.5--the ditto concerning mine,

yours, and ours is hard to explain. Level 3, page 19--the

objects should be labeled on the inside. Level 3, page 61 --

the manipulative materials are not adequately described.

(Example: geometric materials sets R and S).
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Falconer: Level 1, Introduction--this activity has no Peep

similarities except possibly eyes. It is very confusing to

the children at this point. They naturally look for similari-

ties rather than differences. Level 2, page 98--part A--

the teacher thinks the containers for this lesson should be

in the kit. Level 2, activity 3.5--this activity is much

too difficult for children to do without previous explanation.

Level 2, page 111, activity B--weighing an object that weighs

one or two larger washers would require too many lots-a-links.

There isn't room in the cup or the balance beam for them all.

Level 2, page 135 -- optional activity 2.5 10 Experiment one is

too messy for the average classrooi:. Level 3, Introduction- -

there is a printing error here. "The equalizing process can

be divided out by adding on to the larger or taking away from

the smaller." Level 3, page 35--A, C, and A should say

squares instead of boxes because you need squares on the

next page. Level 3, page 43--Topic 3.2, objective one.

Figures should be labeled and defined for teachers. Level 3,

page 61- -the manipulative material descriptions are not

always ;clequate. 1Tometric shapes sets R and S)

Level 3, page S8--Topic 3.7).1, objective 4. This activity

validates s?ntences greater than 10. Shoul:t t? Level 3,

page 96- -Topic 3.3,3, activity A. the counting chips tend

to all go into one pocket. iVe had many problems with a zero
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hard to follow and that the organization of them is unclear.

She points out that the numbers in the level three workbook

on page 19 should be on the pictures rather than next to

them. After the pictures have been cut out, they cannot be

identified.

Falconer: Most teachers reacted favorably to the workbooks.

Some comment that they like the perforated pages. One

teacher likes the black-and-white pictures. Several teachers

mention that the workbooks provide individual activities for

the students that help to identify each child's level of

mastery of the concepts. The teachers make the following

comments about specific parts of the workbooks. Level 1--

there are more pages per lesson than kindergarten children

can do. All of the pages take too much time. On pages 13

and 14 why do Mr. Long and Mr. Short wear dresses? On pages

17, 19, and 26 pupils have trouble figuring out which

pictures to cut out to complete the patterns. On page 26

the only boy with a worm catches a fish. The length of the

line is secondary. Level 2--pages 45-47 should be rearranged.

Level 3--pages 59 and 60 are well done. Pages 63-69 the

counting activities are difficult.

8. Does the assessment manual adequately explain the assessment

procedures used in this program? List your concerns, problems,

questions, and reactions to the assessment program here.
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St. Nary's: All five teachers think the manual adequately

explains the assessment in the EMP Program. One teacher

comments that it is difficult to assess children when

activities are being done by other children. One teacher

thinks the assessments help her know each child's level of

mastery better. A kindergarten teacher says that she finds

her children tend not to gain mastery of task 3 in topic

inventory 2 when she uses five pencils of different lengths

as the task calls for. However, she finds that the children

do obtain mastery when she uses larger objects of different

lengths in the task.

Falconer: Eight teachers think the manual adequately explains

the assessment program. TWo teachers did not answer this

question. Two teachers comment that they like the assessment

program because they feel they cannot determine which

children have gained mastery on a task via informal observa-

tions. The assessments provide them with objective evidence.

However, one of these teachers comments that shy children tend

to perform badly on the assessments when they are individually

administered so she tries to assess shy children in different

ways to determine their progress. Another teacher comments

that the assessment manual is confusing when it discusses

mihods of recording levels of mastery. 'No other teachers

say that the assessment program is too easy. One comments

Glump
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that some tests such as Topic Inventory 2.4 do not test

all of the objectives that have been covered in that topic.

One teacher finds that the assessment program is very time-

consuming. Another teacher thinks the assessment manual

should be printed in the teacher's manual in red ink rather

than as a separate manual. She thinks it is difficult to

constantly use the two manuals.

What are your reactions to the pupil test books?

St. Mary's: The teachers basically find the booklets helpful.

One comments that she prefers to assess progress with a

written record rather than an observation. She thinks the

booklets adequately assess retention of concepts. One

teacher comments that the booklets are easy to correct. One

thinks that the booklets need some color.

Falconer: 'Am teachers think that the test booklets are too

easy. Tko think they are fine and one comments that they are

adequate. One of these teachers convents further that the

test books are valid in her opinion and make it easy to

determine if pupils are meeting the objectives. A kinder-

garten teacher comments that the Placement Inventory was

long and difficult to administer; it frustrated her children

because it took so much time. A second-grade teacher

commented that she has used only two topic inventories. She
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finds that the results of these tests correlate closely with

class performance of the children. One teacher says that

page 18 in the level two manual contains a mistake. She

says one sentence should read "The set of dolls is larger

than the set of bats." The sentence now reads "The set of

bats is larger than the set of dolls."

9. Does the manipulative materials kit contain enough materials

for your classroom use? What do you need more of, if any-

thing? how many students do you have in your class?

St. Mary's: One teacher who has 23 students says she has

enough materials. The other four teachers who have 1S, 24,

19, and 21 students respectively do not have enough materials.

All four teachers need more geometric solids. The teacher

with 24 students needs more lots-a-links and unifix cubes.

The teacher with 21 pupils needs more geoboards and geometric

pieces.

Falconer: Five teachers with 19, 28, 22, 20, and 21 pupils

respectively have enough materials for their respective

groups. One teacher who does not have enough materials

doesn't say how many pupils she has. Two teachers who have

23 and 22 pupils respectively comment that they usually have

enough materials. The teachers who need more materials list

their needs as follows:
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Two teachers with 22 and 23 pupils need more geometric

pieces. Five teachers with 20-23 pupils need more balance

beams. One teacher with 22 students needs more colored
Symbel Mtn

counting chips. One teacher comments that all plastic

jars and containers required in nm should be in the kit.

Another teacher says that her kit did not contain all the

items it should have. (Several containers, an adding

machine tape, and a package of rubber hands wore missing.)

Another teacher comments that she would like to see the

geohoards made of materials other than plastic.

Does the materials kit contain items which you find are not

used? List these items.

St. Mary's and Falconer: The teachers are unable to answer

this question at this time because they haven't completed

reading their manuals. They won't know until near the end

of the year if they use all the materials. One teacher does

say that she hasn't found a use for the one-pound weight or

the 3"-wid3 plain paper yet (level 3).

10. Do you have a teacher aide, student teacher or other help

during the DMP Math Program? lbw does this person assist you?

St. Mary's: Four teachers have a teacher aide a17 of the

time, and one teacher has one sometimes. Four teachers report
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that their aide works with groups. One aide helps with

assessment procedures. She administers all of the topic

inventories. One aide gives individual help to children

as they need it. Another aide helps the children in

secondary ways by clari2ying directions and passing out

material. One teacher uses her aide very little in hIP.

Falconer: Ten teachers have a teacher aide. 'No teachers

had a student teacher in addition. The student teachers

actually taught the IMP lessons. Seven of the teacher

aides work with individual pupils; four aides assist with

group work; two work with assessment; four aides help

prepare and/or set up manipulative materials. One aide

assumes the role of an adult leader when such leaders are

required. No aides chock children's workbooks and tests,

and one aide tears out workbook pages as she helps prepare

for the lesson. Three teachers comment that they think

aides should have their own manuals.

11. Comment here about consulting services. Have you gotten

the help you really need?

St. Mars: All five teachers say they have received help

when needed. They comment that their questions have always

been answered and that they've always been able to got

advice when needed. They like the frequent visits made by

the coordinator.
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Falconer: Eight teachers state that they have received all

the help they have needed. Two teachers did not answer the

question directly. Both teachers would have liked more help

from other 1U' teachers. They feel that this type of service

has not been provided. Another teacher states that she

could have used more help in the beginning when EMP was

totally new. As she has become used to the program, con-

sultant service has been fine. Many teachers expressed

that the help they've received from Dr. Schall has built up

their confidence in DMP.

Additional Comments:

One teacher says "DMP has been an interesting challenge.

T thoroughly enjoy the activity program. T like to see

everyone taking patt."

Another teacher says, "I will comment further after I have

been involved with 1W a full year."

A third teacher responds, "Because T am a new teacher and

have not taught math before, T cannot make a comparison

between fM' and other math programs. However, I feel very

positive about the program for kindergarten children. With

the use of manipulations, children have learned to classify,

to describe, to compare, to order, to state attributes;
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to do many things they we be unable to do without a

program of this sort. The program seems based on problem

solving rather than rote learning. .In such a program

children learn how to learn rather than memorizing facts.

I am curious to know what the retention will be when the

student reaches grade one."

Teachers' Attitudes (End-of-Year Measure)

The Teachers' Attitudes Instruntent was administered at the end

of the school year. Scaled responses and open-end comments from the

DMIP teachers were ascertained using the following 3-point rating scale:

1 = if it was poor or unsatisfactJry

2 = if it was average (acceptable)

3 = if it was excellent or outstanding, extremely good.

1. The DMP is a carefully sequenced

mathematics instruction program.

2. The inclusion of geometric ideas in the DIMP

is an educationally sound innovation.

3. Each student's contribution in generating

numbers helps the child in his learning.

"Group does not contribute because of

lack of experiences."

"Not to mastery for all students--but

have excellent results."

3 2 1

16 -

15 1

13 1
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4. The program offers ample opportunities to

students to draw on their own experiences.

"Some students don't take advantage of

these."

S. The Iii' materials provide a variety of

learning situations for a concept or a

principle.

"This variety picks up the students who

might get the concept if approached

another way."

The assessment and evaluation of each child's

progress and needs is made possible through

the use of the curriculum package.

"This is one of the strongest points of the

program to me. If these three are easy to

keep track of, each child's needs are more

easily planned for with a time shortage in

mind."

"Some of the assessments were too easy."

"I feel that the testing was too easy

sometimes."

7. The curriculum package, teacher's guide,

pupil texts, physical manipulative aids,

and assessment materials are based on

sound learning and teaching principles.

2

13 3

16 -

16 -

16 -
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8. Compared to the other subjects you teach, you enjoy teaching
'1"4444k!

M (check one)

more better moder- less least

than than ately than of

any other 3 most 9 well 3 most all

"as much as" 1
YES NO

9. Now that you have had the experience of teaching

with DMP for one year, would you recommend the

use of the program again next year?

10. Based on your experience of teaching with DMP for

one year, would you recommend the use of the pro-

gram to your colleagues? (check one)

11. You spend more time on 1W this year than you did

last year and you feel the time is well spent.

(check one)

16 0

16 0

1S 1

12. This year, it was possible for you to individualize instruc-

tion using the 1W materials: (check one)

all of the much of some of never or

time the time 7 the time 9 rarely

"The program itself provides for individual differences."

"Due to inexperience I have kept the group pretty much

together--individualizing within the same lesson by

varying activities."

"Need assistance to do this."

"I feel that most of individualization was due to the help

of our aid."

"Would do more if possible."
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"Very good--many ideas for alternatives, good

instructions."

"Very good, lots of
alternatives--suggestions."

"Protective cover needed."

"I'd like to see a hard cover on the Teacher's Guide."

"Laminate cover."

"Teacher's Guide is quite comprehensive."

"Very gnod "

"Some lessons too long for one day. Teachers must

realize these lessons are to be spread over 2 or more

days."

"Excellent."

"Many mistakes were found which I have passed on to

coordinator. Identification of materials not clear- -

geometric pieces 'set was unclear. Why not

call them set 'bg' (blue-green) and try' (red-yellow)?"

"Just that there has been some misprints."

"I think there should be a key for the workbook pages

and that the workbook pages' directions be better

explained. I think DMP could provide some of the

dittoed sheets we have to make, in the workbook."
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c. Pupil Texts

"Complete enough, dittos should be included."

"Fine." Symbol Simon

"Curriculum pkg. some stories are too long. K pupils

cannot listen that long (1.13.1 for example)."

"Not enough graph paper for lessons supplied."

"Fine."

"I lack any sort of graph paper for the pupils even

though many lessons called for it."

"I wish these were not individual books but that

there were stacks of each page."

"Workbookssome pages were too cluttered."

"Adequate."

"Favorable."

"Add more color and use more space."

d. Physical Manipulative Aids

"Enough."

"Fine."

"Very good."

"Good."

"Need extra set of geometric forms."

"Some odd-shaped containers which are difficult to

find should be included. Rubber bands that are

stronger should be used."



"Stronger rubber bands, some type of container- -

sectioned for storage of small plastic pieces, etc.'

"Very good. Children enjoyed working with materials."

"Some material was worthless and other not included.

Using string or yarn for paths and location was

hard for them."

"Kit should provide some of the odd containers that

you can't find. Stronger rubber bands and the source

for supplying them. Provide Rand McNally Catalog."

"Unique."

"Favorable."

"Are very good."

"Iitbre cubes and links and solids should be packed- -

it is not necessary to send so many rubber bands,

for instance."

e. Assessment Materials

"Fine."

"Fine."

"Very good, but more ways of assessing than necessary."

"Good."

"Some assessments seem to be quite easy."

"Fine."

"Good for the most part. Most are easily supplied."
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"I did think the assessments were a little too easy.

I feel that I gave only complaints. I like IMP and

my children do very much."

"OK."

"Sufficient."

"Good--quick and easy. Also, various phases are

broken down so that it is easy to pin-point problems."

"There have been some misprints in the group-

administered tests."

f. Storage

"I bought a parts cabinet to store small geometric

shapes, dice, rubber bands, etc. It is a big help."

Pupil Achievement

Table 1 shows two types of scores: (1) the median scores on the

DMP inventories indicate the extent to which pupils demonstrated

mastery of the sequence of topics offered in the DMP program; and

(2) the mean grade scores show a normative measure of children's

responses to standardized achievement tests. Falconer used the Stan-

ford Achievement Test; St. Mary's used the Metropolitan Achievement

Test. Both achievement tests were administered at the end of thr. year.
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Discussion

An analysis of results indicates that the DMP program may be said

to have achieved a considerable measure of support from teachers who

made use of DIP material in their classes. In fact, teachers' attitudes

toward 111P were highly favorable. Their suggestions for further improve-

ment of DMP materials are extremely constructive and will be incorporated

by the developers of DMP materials.

Criterion-referenced DMP measures (Inventories A, B, and C)

indicated that both AMP children and control children demonstrated

substantial growth in terms of attaining mastery of the mathematical

concepts.

Differences between Falconer DMP and control* children on median

pre- and post-test scores were as follows: (1) no comparisons are

available for kindergartens because there were no control kindergarten

classes; (2) first grades gained equally; and (3) second-grade EMP

classes gained substantially more than did the control. classes.

With reference to standardized achievement scores, the data showed

that both first- and second-grade control classes scored slightly

higher than did DMP first- and second-grade classes on computations and

that control classes scored somewhat higher on math concepts.

* It should be noted that neither the DMP group nor the control group
were representative of their grade levels. Both of the groups were
comprised of children whose teachers volunteered to participate in
the study. Control children were from the alternate buildings located
in this small urban area. Most DMP classes were from the more rural
disadvantaged area of the Falconer Central School District; the remain-
ing DMP children were from a small Catholic school in Dunkirk, New York.
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It should, again, he emphasized that DMP approaches mathematics by

developing processes (which must consume much of the time traditional

programs spend on computation and practice/drill) which enable children

to solve problems, one of the most important goals of mathematical educa-

tion.* It is upon these processes and attributes that the program is

criterion referenced or evaluated. Children in DMP first directly examine

attributes and processes and then, in progression, represent these

attributes and processes physically, pictorially, and symbolicly. Both

this progression and the development of the process of validating are

included in this initial part of the program (levels 1-4). Of course, not

all mathematical problems are arithmetic in nature; MP also considers

problems from geometry, statistics and probability. These subject problem/

processes areas are treated under the "describing and classifying category"

in the program.

Inasmuch as DMP is sequenced over a different continuum (processes and

attributes), the standardized achievement test scores represent an unfair

and invalid measure of mathematical success as taught through DMP. Most of

the items that comprise standardized tests are designed to measure the

scope and sequence of the more traditional mathematics programs. Dip does

not include much of the computational skills and/or concepts until later

levels. Therefore, one must, indeed, be careful of any conclusions and/or

extrapolations drawn from str:dardized test data at this time.

* Developing Mathematical Processes, Scope and Sequence Chart, Wisconsin

Research and Development Center for Cognitive Learning, 1972, page 1.
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Silly Sylvester
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nEVELOPING MATHEMATICAL PROCESSES

Developing Mathematical Processes (DMP) approaches mathematics
by developing processes which enable children to solve problems,
one of the most important goals of mathematics education. It is
upon these processes and the attributes with which they are con-
nected that this scope and sequence chart is based. The categories
specified along the side of the chart are the basic processes of
DMP. There are two other important processes, representing and
validating, that are used in conjunction with these basic processes.
Children in TMP first directly examine attributes and processes and
then, in progression, represent physically, pictorially, and sym-
bolicly. Both this progression and the development of the process
of validating are indicated withill the body of tha chart.

To be able to solve mathematical problems, a child needs to
understand different number systems and relations and operations on
these systems. These processes 1L.nd themselves to this development.
You will find these familiar subjects under the following process
categories.

Subject Process Category

number systems (whole
numbers, fractions,
integers)

derrrihing and classifying

order relations comparing and ordering

addition and subtraction equalizing, joining and separating

multiplication and division grouping and partitioning

Not all mathematical problems are arithmetic in nature; MP also
considers problems from geometry, statistics and probability. You
will find the main treatment of these shhjects hhder the doscribinft
and cla:;sifying category.

After each statement in the body of the chart ay. the numbers of
the topics in which the indicated behaviors are emphasized. This
does not mean that such behaviors are not introduced earlier and
reviewed later; nor does this mean that the behaviors constitute the
entire emphasis of those topics.

Note: Topics 55 - 96 (Levels 6 - R) are being developed and are
subject to change on the basis of evaluative data received from
field tests. (July, 1973)
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TOPICS 1-14
DEVELOPMENTAL - LEVEL 1
APPROXIMATE GRADE - K

ESCRIBING
AND

LASSIFYING

ASSORTED ATTRIBUTES-verbally describes objects' likenesses and differences;
sorts objects into sets on obvious visual attributes; makes patterns (1)

LENGTH-physically represents a length of an object by making a chain or a
string as long as the length; pictorially represents a length by graph-
ing (5,11)

NUMEROUSNESS-physically represents a set by matching objects with members
of the set; pictorially represents a set by graphing or tallyirg;
recognizes numbers 0-10; counts 0-10; symbolically represents a set
with a number 0-10 (9,11,12,14)

TIME-uses words such as morning, afternoon, evening, day, night, spring,
summer, fall, winter to tell when an event occurred (13)

MONEY-recognizes and counts pennies, C sign introduced (14)

3-1) SHAPE-describes shape c. f no1id:; in terms of roundness, flatness, height,

ability to stack, roll or slide; sorts (8)

MOVEMENT-verbally describes the direction of a movement; physically repre-
sents a movement with a string path;pictorially represents a movement
on a map (6)

LOCATION-verbally describes location of an object using another object or
a path as a reference; uses words such as above, below, on, inside,
outside; gives simple directions (10)

MPARING
AND

RDSRING

LENGTH-directly compares and orders lengths; uses physical or pictorial
representations to compare and orckr lengths (2,4, 5)

NUMEROUSNESS-compares and orders sets by matching one-to-one; matches
physical or pictorial representations one-to-one to compare and order (7)

TIME tells whether an event happened before, after, or at the same time a3
another; decides which of two events, that began at the same time, lasted
longer (13)

UALIZING

LENGTH-makes two lengths or representations of length equal by adding on
to the smaller or taking away from the larger (3)

NUMEROUSNESS-make two sets or representations of sets equal by adding on
to the smaller or taking away from the larger (7)
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TOPICS 15-27
DEVELOPMENTAL - LEVEL 2 AND

TOPICS 1.1 AND 3.3
APPROXIMATE GRADE - 1

ESCRIBING
AND
LASSIFYING

LENGTH-symbolically represents lengths with a number and arbitrary unit
after making a physical representation and counting the units; i.e.,
measures graphs (19,21,23)

NUMEROUSNESS-counts 0-20; recognizes numbers 11-20; writes a number to
represent a set 0-20 (17, 24)

WEIGHT-measures using arbitrary units; graphs, weights (19,21,23)

CAPACITYsymbolically represents with a number and a liquid or solid
arbitrary unit after making a physical representation and counting the
units (22)

MONEY - nickels and dimes are introduced (24)

MOVEMENT-pictorially represents movement on a map; symbolically represents
movement 1)-; listing in or'h points passed through; makes a movement
given directions; use:: words such ; right , left, up, down, forward,
backward (26)

LOCATION-verbally describes location of objects using paths as a reference;
uses the word, right and left; gives directions (26)

3-D SHAPE-physically and pictorially represents faces of solids to obtain
2-D figures; counts faces (15)

2-n SHAPE-counts sides and corners of figures; makes figures on a geoboard;
looks at attributes of square, rectangle, and triangle (15,20)

OMPARING
AND

RDERING

LENGTH-compares and orders two or more lengths by measuring each with
arbitrary units (19)

NUMEROUSNESS 0-20-matches two or more sets one-to-one or counts to compare
and order; writes order sentences (17,19,24)

WEIGHT-dIre,:tly compares and orders using a balance beam; compares and
orders two or more weights by measuring each with arbitrary units (19)

CAPACITTI ;: - directly compares and orders by pouring from one container to
another; compares and orders two or more capa' it les by measuring each with
arbitrary units (22)

AREA - directly compares and orders two areas visually or by superpositiou(21,23)

TIME - orders durations of two or more events which began at the same time;
orders times of occurrence for two or more events (18)



COMPARING
AND

ORDERING

15)- 42

SENTENCES 0-10-writes and reads comparison sentence!: such as 9 = 9 411tPtP
or A 0 R and order sentences such as C I), 1 1.1. 4 = 4; chooses

a sentence which represents a given situation; .;oives open comparison

and order sentences such as 5; validates comparison and order

sentences; these sentences are about many attributes: length,

numerousness, weights, area, capacity, and money (21,23)

EQUALIZING

WEIGHT -makes two weights equal by adding on to the smaller or taking away
from the larger (16)

SENTENCES 0-10-writes and reads open equalization sentences such as

5 0= 9 or A = D - to describe how two sets, lengths, weights,
or areas can be equalized; solves open sentences by using objects or
pictures; chooses an open sentence which represents a given situation;
validates equalization sentences which have been solved (25,27)

JOINING
AND

SEPARATING

LENGTH-puts two lengths together or takes away from a single length (19,24)

NUMEROUSNESS-puts two sets together or takes away from a single set (19,24)

WEIGHT-puts two weights together or takes away from a single weight (19,24)

0
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TOPICS 28-42 ett
DEVELOPMENTAL- LEVELS 3 & 4

(eAcept Topics 3.1

and 3.1)
APPROXIMATE GRADE - 2

OPrefi$744911.

DESCRIBING
AND

CLASSIFYING

ASSORTED ATTRIBUTES-sorts objects on more than one attribute; makes patterns

using more than one attribute (36)

LENGTH-measures using standard units cf inches, feet, yards, centimeters

and meters; graphs lengths (39)

NUMEROUSNESS 0-99-groups by 10, writes the numbers in expanded and compact

notation; reads numbers; makes a set of a given size (33)

WEIGHT-measures using standard units of ounces and pounds; graphs weights

(42)

CAPACITY-measures using standard units of cups, pints, quarts, and gallons;

graphs nnpacities (34)

LOCATT3N.descri5es of 3: in r.'nn ano,:her object,

cno ..N.re pal er 1r4.d 31.,)

thJ'E-count cumr.: f.es .alt: part' a solid: chls...ril,es shape

of faces (28)

2-D 7PAPr-fclds df, vl:ethei a figure is symmetric; identifies and

nt: el :ri.ngle, rectangle. lquare, circle; makes figures

on geoboard and on geopaper (28,31,40)

FRACTIONAL PARTS.uivi.i,-, area, .1,,nyAhs and sets into fractional parts;

symbols introduc(A alto- f.hildren at% familiar with words; finds

fractional pa,ls of areas. lengths, W.f.. (28,17,39)

COMPARING
AND

ORDERING

LENGTH-orders two or more by measuring each with standard units; orders

two :standard moa::urements such as K tt. and 3 yards using rulers or

;.leasuring t:Ipes (42)

NUMEROUSNESS 0-9g-orders sets of objects; puts numbers in order; writes

ordor sentences (3?)

WEIGT-orders twr r r more by measuring each with standard units; orders

two standard measuroments ising balances (46)

CAPACITUS-orders two or more by measuring each with standard units;

orders two standard measurements such as 5 cups and 2 pints by using

containers (34)



SENTENCES 0-20-writes and reads open equalization sentences such as

17 - = 5; solves open sentences using objects or pictures before

symbolic solving is required; validates solutions; these sentences

are about many at tributes: length, numerousness, weight, capacity

and money (3S)

BASIC FACTS-masters bash addition and subtraction facts (35)

EQUALIZING
SENTENCES 0-99-writes and reads open equalization sentences; solves

all kinds of equalization sentences using objects or pictures;

4 solves sentence:: of the type 28 F 36 --.. 9i - 32 = using

olgorithms: validatec .;olution; these sentenoce; are about many

attributes (38,41)

ALWRITHMS-masters 2-digit algorithms for addition and subtraction with

regroupilg (41,46)

SENTENCES 0-20-writes and reads open joining and separating sentences

such as 3 + 15 ,= or 18 - 6 = 0; solves open sentences using objects

cr pictur; hpforp symbolic solvirw is required: validates solutions;

q, -.
q" ,)1741e.:T, weight,

;p: 1 t. :17 T i. ,

JOINING
AND sic ":1C7c-71aA_ov7 ,-a ;i:t+tr fli)

SEPARATING

AOUPING
AND

tARTITIONING

SENT::NCU 0- 'i9- write .: :lp(n -:ioinirw, and !;,..parati9n sentences;

solves ol the :v1!,,, Ig f 4 El and 59 - 27 = D using algorithms;

!-Hut lo?,:.: 'hest, .:,tnto:,,w; arc al-.out ply attributes (38,41)

ALC),IFITv.S-mas:
suht-.1:tion algorithms with

regrouping (411

AINEEMNNESS-makes groom: of n qize nnd represents the grouping

wit% rouping n, n ClIc;! 1F + .) (2V)

NUMFROUSNESF 0-99-):rwps 10, wr;tes and reads expanded and compact

notation; .;alue fli3,18)

NLMEHOJF.-;;;-pa!titic,;s )y ma;:irg a sperif led number of groups and

reprentr the partirionisp with grouping notation such as 7(2) + 0 (37)


